Many disordered systems show a superdiffusive dynamics, intermediate between the diffusive one, typical of a classical stochastic process, and the so called ballistic behaviour, which is generally expected for the spreading in a quantum process. We have experimentally investigated the superdiffusive behaviour of a quantum walk (QW), whose dynamics can be related to energy transport phenomena, with a resolution which is high enough to clearly distinguish between different disorder regimes. By our experimental setup, the region between ballistic and diffusive spreading can be effectively scanned by suitably setting few degrees of freedom and without applying any decoherence to the QW evolution.
Introduction -The study of energy transport phenomena in heterogeneous systems, like synthethic or biological media, ranging from tissues to computation nodes, enlightens the role of quantum coherence [1, 2] which is believed to enhance the rate of these processes [3, 4] . In such conditions, a superdiffusive dynamic settles in the transport or propagation processes. This is the case of heat excitation transport in particular condensed matter systems such as one dimensional (1D) metal lattices, described by the Luttinger liquids theory [5] . Studies performed in this context, have shown a violation in the dichotomy between ballistic and diffusive transport regimes. There are several cases in which superdiffusion occurs, for example in classical one-dimensional systems [6] , when both disorder and non linear effects are present [7] , and even in quantum systems experiencing ManyBody Localization phase transitions [8] . Quantum walks (QWs) have long been found to efficiently describe coherent energy transport [3, 4] . By suitably introducing disorder in a QW, it is possible to modify its spreading behaviour. A paradigmatic example is given by Anderson localization [9] , originally formulated for condensed matter systems, and extensively demonstrated in the case of all-optical systems [10] [11] [12] . The theoretical and experimental studies carried out on this topic have covered a wide range of phenomena, including "hyper-transport" of light [13, 14] , and disordered QWs preserving the time dependence of spreading [15] , and decoherence effects determining the transition from Quantum to Classical Random Walks (CRWs) [14, 16] . In these studies the role of disorder source was played by decoherence or various types of unitary evolutions. The present work deals with the description of the transition between quantum and classical regimes, while the coherence of the evolution is preserved. This has been done experimentally by implementing proper configurations of disorder in a discrete Quantum Walk (QW). Theoretical Model -The theoretical description of a discrete QW is based on a walker, a coin and the operators acting on them [17] [18] . In a 1D QW, the walker is given by a quantum particle which is in a superposition of the position states, described by the set of states {|i p }, each of them corresponding to a particular site of the line. The coin is represented by any internal binary degree of freedom of the particle, given by the basis kets {|0 c , |1 c }. The evolution of the quantum particle is controlled by the coin operatorĈ, acting on the coin state, and by the shift operatorŜ, which moves the walker according to the coin state. The evolution of the walker is then described by the repeated action of coin and shift operators on the general state of the particle |ψ = i,j P i,j |i p ⊗ |j c , |ψ =Ŝ · (Î ⊗Ĉ) |ψ where the coin operator is expressed asĈ =
These equations describe the evolution of a walker in a completely ordered QW, in which the coin operator is uniform both in space and time.
Other structures of the coin operator, based on suitable maps of the QW phases, are possible [19] . Here, by randomly shifting the phase difference imposed by the coin operator, we are able to simulate the superdiffusive behaviour of a quantum walker and to investigate the transition from the ballistic regime of an ordered QW to the diffusive one of a Classical Random Walk (CRW). The operator describing the phase shift at a certain step n of the evolution can be written asP
, where ∆φ i (n) corresponds to the phase difference imposed by the coin operator in the site i. We define the degree of disorder p as arXiv:1907.11446v1 [quant-ph] 26 Jul 2019 the percentage of random phases that the walker experiences during the evolution. As a consequence, the case p = 0 corresponds to a standard ordered QW while for p = 1 the QW becomes completely disordered (case of a CRW). We call this kind of Quantum Walk p-diluted QW, because of the dilution of a given degree of disorder p during the QW evolution. With no further assumptions this model describes a completely space-and timeuncorrelated disorder. We limit our analysis to the case in which the phases difference ∆φ i (n) can only be 0 or π. We are interested to study how the quantum to classical transition depends on the parameter p. For a given value of p a number of different phase maps can be realized, in principle, corresponding to different evolutions of the probability distribution. Thus, the values of the relevant parameters identifying a given value of p are obtained by averaging over many different phase map configurations characterized by the same degree of disorder.
A useful quantity in the study of the single particle evolution is the variance of the position probability distribution, defined as:
where P i (n) is the probability to find the walker on site i at step n. We simulated the behaviour of the variance for different values of p up to 20 steps, in the range p = 0 to 1, with a progressive increment of 0.01. For each value of p we simulated the evolution of 1000 different phase maps, then we computed the mean value of the variance. In order to show how good this model of disorder is to study the superdiffusion, we computed the standard deviation of the variance distribution for each value of p. Results of simulation for 7 and 20 steps are shown in Fig. 1 . In both cases the mean value of variance decreases with increasing of p, since a constant value around p ∼ 0.40 is approached for both 7 and 20 steps. This indicates that the output distribution rapidly merges in a classical one for p > 0.40, while a genuine superdiffusive behaviour occurs between 0 < p ≤ 0.20. Focusing on this region we observe that, for a given value of V ar 1 (p), the uncertainty on the corresponding value of p decreases with increasing of n.
A further useful quantity is the similarity which is a measure of how two distributions G and G' are similar:
In the graph of Fig. 2 we show the behaviour of the similarity between the average distribution for a given value of disorder p and the ordered or disordered distribution at varying of p (respectively, solid and dashed lines). The similarity with the ordered (disordered) distribution decreases (increases) with p since the higher the disorder the more destructive interference tend to reproduce the disordered distribution. In the inset, the crossing points between the two quantities identify the transition between quantum and classical regimes for a given number of step n. It is worth noting that the transition point decreases with n. This continuous transition (1)) and the average distribution for a given value p as a function of p. Here S(0, p) (S(1, p)) stands for S(G(0), G(p)) (S(G(1), G(p))). In the inset a zoom on the intersection region is reported. The crossing point shifts towards lower values of p when the step number increases. Different colors stand for different step numbers of the evolution.
occurs without loosing completely the quantum features of the evolution and can be interpreted as an evidence of the fact that the QW modifies its behaviour because of the total amount of disorder experienced along its spread-ing. Experimental Implementation -A 1D Quantum Walk can be realized by a network of Beam Splitters (BSs), each of them representing a particular site of the line and acting both asĈ andŜ operators. Several implementations of optical QW have been realized, based on bulk optics schemes, bulk-fiber circuits and femtosecond laser written photonic circuits [12, [20] [21] [22] [23] . The bulk optic setup used in the present work consists of two displaced multipass Sagnac Interferometers (SIs) linked by a common Beam Splitter (BS 1 in Fig. 3 ). Beam displacement is obtained by translating one mirror of SI 1 along the x direction. This particular configuration allows to create in the x−y horizontal plane of Fig.  3 a (quasi) infinite loop, which is equivalent to a chain of phase-stable and independently tunable Mach-Zehnder interferometers [24] . The entire BS network necessary for a QW is realized by exploiting also the z direction. On this purpose, suitable Beam Displacers (BDs) are inserted along clockwise directions in SI 1 and counterclockwise ones in SI 2 allowing to increase the number of x−y planes on which the photons can travel (see Supplementary Material (SM)). Phases are independently addressed in each unit mesh of the QW by using Rotating Glass Plates (RP). The output modes of each step can be extracted for measurement by a set of Moving Mirros (MMs), intersecting and extracting from the setup only the modes at the selected step N j , without intersecting the steps N < N j . The extracted radiation is then coupled on a single mode fiber and measured (for further details on the setup see [24] and [25] ). A slight modification of the setup allows to inject two distinguishable or indistinguishable photons through the two different input ports of BS 1 . After the extraction of the modes, a further BS (BS 2 ) allows to separate photons travelling along the same mode. Adding a further coupler intercepting the extracted modes, coincidences between all possible modes at a given step can be measured and the whole two photon probability distribution can be experimentally reconstructed (see SM for further details). Experimental Results -It is well known that in a superdiffusive process the spread of the walker position follows a power law, expressed in our case by V ar 1 (n) ∝ n β , with n corresponding to the number of steps and 1 < β < 2 [26] . Here, the case β = 2 (β = 1) is typical of a QW (CRW). We experimentally implemented five different values of p, namely 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20 and 1. For each value of p > 0 we selected three different phase maps and experimentally reconstructed the output probability distribution for each step of the evolution. In Fig. 4 the average variance of the walker is reported as a function of the step number n. . Dots correspond to experimental data. For a given value of p, dashed line shows the expected average behaviour (Exp) of variance for the three selected phase maps. They were computed by taking into account the actual optical parameters of the setup. Dotted lines show the ideal behaviour (I) of a perfectly symmetric BS1 in the two limit cases, namely the ordered and disordered QW. Note that, up to the third step, the variance is not affected by the phase thus the red and blue dotted lines are coincident; the same effect occurs for all the dashed lines.
The experimental setup allows to start the QW only from the central position of the 1D-lattice and by using any of the two coin modes (input ports of BS 1 ). Accordingly, we studied the evolution for the input state |ψ = |0 p ⊗ |0 c . Experimental data are in excellent agreement with the theoretical prediction for the three chosen phase maps (dashed lines). The whole superdiffusive region, namely the one between the diffusive (red lines) and the ballistic (blue lines) behaviours, can be exploited by varying the values of p. A small amount of phase instability was present due to the large size of the apparatus. This effect has been included in the computation of errors bars. We also show in Fig. 4 the expected behaviours simulated by considering ideal optical elements for the two limit cases of ordered and completely disordered QW (respectively blue and red dotted lines). They differ from the experimental data because of the non perfectly symmetric behaviour of BS 1 (see SM for details) [25] . The actual superdiffusive behaviour of the experimental evolutions is shown in Tab. I, where we report the values of β obtained by fitting the experimental data (β F it ) and comparing them with the values obtained through theoretical simulations (β T heo ). The observed discrepancies can be explained as follows:
• The β T heo values have been obtained without considering the experimental components imperfections, e. g., BS asymmetry and losses.
• Numerical simulations for p > 0 have been obtained, as said, by averaging over 1000 disorder configurations, while three phase maps were used in the experiment. Thus, we expect the simulation results to be far more accurate, while the experimental ones are more sensitive to stochastic deviations.
It is worth noting that, for the ordered case, the values of β T heo and β F it are lower than the expected value of 2. Indeed the quadratic growth is an asymptotic behaviour, expected to be achieved for long evolution times. We can conclude that a superdiffusive behaviour, uniquely identified by the condition 1 < β < 2, can be simulated using p-diluted QWs, making them a useful tool for further investigations on diffusion processes. We also investigated the case of two photon QW, with photon pairs entering into the setup through the two BS 1 's input ports (see Fig.3 ). The variance of the mean position of two indistinguishable walkers, whose expression is
(2) is given in Fig. 5 for p = 0.10. In this case the number of steps is limited to n = 5 mostly for two reasons: the losses present in the apparatus, limiting the number of detectable coincidences, and the growth of the number of modes on which the photons can travel. Experimental data are in very good agreement with theoretical simulation taking into account the real setup parameters. Simulations of the behaviour of V ar 2 in the ordered and disordered case are also reported. Error bars are larger than the ones in the single photon case due to the fact that in this case a little variation of the phase must be considered twice, because it is experienced by both photons (see SM for further details on the two photon case).
FIG. 5.
Experimental results for the two photon QW. Dots represent experimental data, dashed lines indicate the expected behaviour obtained by taking into account the real parameters of the setup (Exp), dotted lines correspond to the limit cases of the ideal ordered and disordered two photon QW (I). Note that, up to the third step, the variance is not affected by the phase thus the red and blue dotted lines are coincident.
Conclusion -We have experimentally investigated the superdiffusion process, intermediate between the quantum and classical transport regimes, by introducing tunable disorder, through suitable phase map configurations, in a discrete QW. The intrinsically stable bulk optic system used in the experiment allows to operate with any kind of phase map. By increasing the number of steps exploited by the optical setup, the subdiffusive regime, localized between the diffusive and the localized one, can also be experimentally explored. The p-diluted QW approach described in this work makes possible to simulate a decoherent process without altering the coherent evo-lution of the walker. We are currently investigating on the relationship existing between the two models.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL TO EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SUPERDIFFUSION VIA COHERENT DISORDERED QUANTUM WALKS EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For a given step n of the QW there are n + 1 possible sites on which the walker can be found and 2n output optical modes. Half of them represents the state |0 of the coin (the ones circulating in the counterclockwise direction in SI 1 and in the clockwise one in SI 2 ) while the remaining modes correspond to the |1 state of the coin (the ones circulating in the clockwise direction in SI 1 and in the counterclockwise one in SI 2 ). By using the set of MMs (see Fig. 3 of the main text), each mode can be independetly extracted and measured. The setup allows to start the QW with any input state by injecting photons in a linear superposition of the two coin states, corresponding to the input ports of BS 1 . Being a closed loop, the system allows in principle a very large number of steps. However this is limited mainly by photon beam divergence. By reducing both the total length of the optical setup and the transverse distance of the travelling beams, we expect to double the maximum achievable number of steps.
The measured reflectivity value of both BS 1 and BS 2 used in the experiment was R = 0.45. This asymmetry determines, together with other effects, mainly caused by the transmission losses of the optical elements of the setup, a behaviour of the actual QW which is discordant from the ideal one. This has been taken into account in simulations described in the main text. The Beam Displacer (BD) consists of a thick inclined glass prism. Its operation is sketched in Fig. 6 . When a beam passes through it, it is vertically shifted by a fixed amount (∼ 5mm), determined by inclination, thickness and refractive index of the BD glass. A critical parameter is given by the parallelism between the BD's faces, < 1µrad in our case. This guarantees an interference visibility larger than 95% up to the seventh step, mostly limited by unavoidable experimental errors in the setup alignment.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: SINGLE PHOTON
In Fig. 7 we show the density plots of the evolutions of the single photon QW in the cases p = 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20 and 1. The horizontal axis represents different sites that the walker can reach while the vertical one corresponds to the step number, increasing from top to bottom. For the sake of clarity, data for each step are normalized to the maximum value. For each value of p > 0 we averaged the probability distributions over three experimental realizations with different phase maps. Both experimental data and theoretical predictions are reported by taking into account the real parameters of the optical setup. High similarity values between theoretical and experimental distributions are obtained for each value of p, as shown in Tab. II. The maximum of the probability distribution is localized around site −5 for the ordered case which is typical for a walker propagating in an ordered QW [17] . For larger values of p (0.05, 0.10) the maximum shifts towards higher site numbers (−3). For p = 0.20 the mean position of the distribution approaches the starting position 0 and, in the case of complete disorder, the walker tends to reproduce the CRW distribution. This behaviour can more easily observed in the bar plots distribution corresponding to the seventh step given for the different values of p. Black-contoured bars represent theoretical predictions by taking into account real parameters of the optical setup while gray bars correspond to the experimental data. TABLE II . Similarities between expected probability distributions and experimental ones for the single photon QW for different values of p. Errors computation takes into account a small amount of phase instability due to large dimensions of the optical setup.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: TWO PHOTONS
In order to inject two indistinguishable photons, synchronization of their arrival time on the BS 1 was necessary. To this aim, a Hong-Ou-Mandel dip has been measured (see Fig.8 ). With accidental coincidence correction, the measured visibility was V ∼ 93%. The condition of equal arrival time on the BS 1 corresponds to the first step of the QW with indistinguishable photons, whose coincidences matrix is reported on the right of Fig. 8 . In order to measure the probability to find two photons travelling along the same output mode, a further BS (BS 2 ) was used to separate them (see Fig. 3 of the main text) . In this way it was possible to measure coincidences between all possible pairs of modes. For the first step we observe a minimum probability to measure a coincidence between two different modes and a maximum probability to find two photons travelling the same mode. We reconstructed the coincidence matrices up to the fifth step in the case of p = 0.10. Experimental data, together with theoretical predictions are shown in Fig. 9 . Similarities between experimental and expected results are high, demonstrating the feasibility of the apparatus even for two photon measurements (see Tab. III). 
FIG. 9.
Probability distributions up to the fifth step when two indistinguishable photons enter the QW. For a better clarity each matrix is normalized to its own maximum value. Similarities between expected and experimental matrices are reported in Tab.III.
